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ICONS IN THIS BOOK
You will see these icons in this book many times, so please remember their meanings.

= A Task to Do

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
= Tips & Advice
= A Safety Tip
= A PikiFriends worksheet
LINK

= A PikiFriends online link
= Very Important Information
= Search
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LET’S PIKI
“WHAT IS PIKIFRIENDS?”
PikiFriends is an online penpal tool. All PikiFriends members have a profile page:

blogs

self-introduction

mes sage board

images

friends

TEST
VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
“WHO USES PIKIFRIENDS?”
PikiFriends members are from all over the world,
but only junior and high schools can join.

100% ENGLISH
English is known as a global language, so all
PikiFriends members communicate in English.

SCHOOL

“Thanks so much”

PIKIFRIENDS
SCHOOL

SCHOOL

“Let’s be friends!”

“How’s it going?”
SCHOOL

“Tell me about your country.”

4
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LET’S PIKI
PikiFriends is a great community.
It’s great because there are only 2 simple points to follow, and everyone helps each other to remember.

PIKIFRIENDS POINT #1:

What’s Safe?
☺Keep your last name secret
☺Keep your contact information secret
☺Keep your username and password secret
☺Share good images
☺Report dangerous content

BE SAFE
What’s NOT Safe?

☹Writing your home address, phone
number, e-mail address

☹Writing your last name on a MyStage
page

☹Telling others your login information
☹Losing your login information

embarassing or rudeUSE
pictures
TEST VERSION, NOT FOR
☹SharingSCHOOL
(Report to info@piki-people.com or to your teacher)

☺Log out when you’re finished
(or just close the browser window)

☺Treat people nicely

☹Asking others for contact information
☹Using PikiFriends to meet people
after school

Do worksheet 1.1 to be an expert about PikiFriends safety.

1.1
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LET’S PIKI

PIKIFRIENDS POINT #2:

What’s Friendly?

BE KIND, BE FRIENDLY
What’s NOT Friendly?

☺ Making Friends

☹ Being negative

☺ Complimenting others

☹ Saying mean things

☺ Being positive

☹ Asking rude things

☺ Asking good questions

☹ Ignoring others

☺ Replying to others

☹ Sharing rude pictures

☺

☹

☺ Sharing good images

☹ Making fun of differences

TESTRespecting
VERSION,
NOT FOR‘Deleting’
SCHOOL
USE
friends
differences

Report Abuse! If you see something dangerous on PikiFriends,
tell your teacher or send an email to us! (info@piki-people.com)
Include:
Your name, your school, the date, where you saw the dangerous
content, and what you saw.

Practice how to be friendly with worksheet 1.2.

1.2
6
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BEFORE LOGGING IN

Before you jump into the international PikiFriends world,
Before you get your user name and password,
Before you make new friends,
FIRST,

WHO ARE YOU?
It’s time to write your ABOUT ME ,
your self-introduction.

About Me

What should you write?
Well, of course it’s up to you.
Just remember, people from
around the world will read it.

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
My Keywords

My Keywords

Write your favorite things,
short words that describe you,
your ‘pet peeves’,
the band you are listening to lately,
the movie you love,
your favorite author,
the hobby you do every day.

Don’t write your
last name or your
contact information
on your About Me!

Look at print 2.1 for hints, and
practice writing your About Me.

2.1
7
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BEFORE LOGGING IN

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
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READY. SET. GO!

START YOUR COMPUTER,
GET ON THE INTERNET,
AND GO TO THE PIKIFRIENDS HOMEPAGE:

http://www.pikifriends.net

LOG IN
On the homepage, look for the LOG IN button.

LOG IN

Click it.

LOG IN

TEST VERSION,
NOT
FOR SCHOOL
USE
********
username
GO
1) enter your username

User Name
&
Password
Did you get your username and
password from your teacher?

9

2) enter your password

3) Click GO

Keep your username
and
password SAFE!
Don’ t share it! Don’t lose it!

3

READY. SET. GO!
After logging in, you will be in the NEW! area of your Back Stage.
Let’s go to ABOUT ME .

It’s time to introduce yourself to the PikiFriends community. Use the “About Me”
print (2.1) to help you.

About Me

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
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READY. SET. GO!

1*

2

3
4

1) Check your name. Is the spelling OK?
*Remember, it’s OK to write your last name here.
Only the first letter will appear on your MyStage page.
If you have any questions, please ask your teacher.

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
2) Enter your “About Me” text.
Don’t forget to click UPDATE often! It saves your changes.

3) Enter your “My Keywords” text.
4) Create a “User Icon”. How? It’s easy!
Click SELECT IMAGE . Search your computer for the best icon.
(small sized .jpg format works best)
Select the image you like. Click UPDATE when you’re finished.
All set!
**Problems? Ask your teacher or check the User Guide on the PikiFriends homepage.

11
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READY. SET. GO!
Now that you have introduced yourself,
let’s check out other people’s “About Me” sections.

“How do I find other people?” Use the SEARCH .
Click on SEARCH BY NAME!
and enter a member’s first name.

Search
Search by Name!

search

Search by School!

Or click on SEARCH BY SCHOOL! .
Choose a school. Any school.

Look for user icons. Click an icon and
go to that person’s MyStage page.

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
Click
one!

How to become a PikiFriends expert
Do you like computers?
Are you good with technology?
Try “Find the Links” print (3.3).

3.1

3.2
3.3
12
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MAKING FRIENDS
WHY FRIENDS?
Friends are the most important part of PikiFriends.
You can make friends with people at your school and with people in other countries.
It’s easy.

HOW DO I GET A FRIEND?
Find your first friend. Use the SEARCH .

Look at someone’s About Me.
Read.
Where is Cindy from?
What does she like?
Is she interesting?

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
Think.
Do I want her to be my friend?
If yes, click on FRIEND REQUEST .

My PikiFriends
Friend Request

13
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MAKING FRIENDS
“ I clicked FRIEND REQUEST . What happens next?”
First, wait.
Sometimes, you will get an answer in less than a day.
Sometimes, it takes much longer.
Sometimes, there is no answer.

4.1

But don’t stop!
There are many people interested in making friends with you.
Keep searching, and try to make friends as much as you can!
Make 20 PikiFriends. This may take several days,
and you may have to click “Friend Request”
on more than 20 MyStage pages.

4.2

Q&A
“How many friends?”

How much time do you want to spend on PikiFriends? Some friends will be very active.
Your active friends will write more messages to you, and you will want to write more
messages to them. A good rule: For every 10 friends, you will spend one hour each week
on PikiFriends (reading, writing, asking, answering, inviting, replying).
TIP! Begin with 20
friends, and see how
many are active.

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
“What kind of friends do you want?”

The best friends are active friends. They write many blogs. They read your blogs. They
make comments about your blogs. Being friends is all about giving information. Friends
who are helpful are good. Sometimes they can help you with your homework!

“What is the best way to get good friends?”

Be a good friend yourself. Read other PikiFriends blogs. Make comments on their blogs.
Help them out and they will help you out.

“How does PikiFriends change when I make a new friend?”
There are only 2 changes:
1 - You can see your new friends’ latest activity in your “New!” area.
2 - Your new friend is added to your friend list.

“What if I don’t want to be friends with someone?”

If you get a friend request and you don’t want to be friends, it’s OK to click “Delete”.
You can delete friend requests and friends anytime. It’s your decision. But before you decide,
you might want to wait and look at their MyStage first!

14
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MAKING FRIENDS
How do I invite friends? Send a message!
From F2F (Face-To-Face) to PikiFriends
Practice with a friend in class (F2F). Then try it on PikiFriends.

test s.
Can you be my
friend?

Leo D.
Sure!
test s.
I like baseball. You
like baseball. Let’s
be friends!

test s.

I want to know
about America (your
country). Can you
be my friend?

Leo D.
OK!

Leo D.
Yes! I want to
know about your
country, too!
test s.

I’d be very happy if
you could be my
friend!

Leo D.
Cool!

TEST test
VERSION,
NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
s.
Would you like to
be my friend?

Leo D.
Absolutely!

test s.

It would be great to
become PikiFriends
with you!

test s.
Please accept my
friend request!

Leo D.
Definitely!
test s.
I’d like you to
be my friend.
Is that OK?

15

Leo D.
Sure, I’d love to!

Leo D.
Great idea!

4

MAKING FRIENDS
Say Thanks!
From F2F (Face-To-Face) to PikiFriends
Practice with a friend in class (F2F). Then try it on PikiFriends.

test s.

Thanks for
accepting my
friend request!

Leo D.
Sure!

test s.

I’m so glad we
became PikiFriends!

test s.

Thank you very
much for being
my friend.

Leo D.
Me, too!

Leo D.
My pleasure!

test s.FOR SCHOOL USE
TEST VERSION, NOT
Leo D.
Thanks for
becoming my
friend!

Anytime!

BE A GOOD FRIEND!
Friendly
Advice

TO HAVE GOOD FRIENDS, YOU MUST BE A GOOD FRIEND.
GOOD FRIENDS:
*LISTEN TO EACH OTHER
*HELP EACH OTHER SOLVE PROBLEMS
*GIVE EACH OTHER COMPLIMENTS
*RESPECT EACH OTHER
*DON’T HURT EACH OTHER’S FEELINGS
*CAN DISAGREE WITHOUT HURTING EACH OTHER

16
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BLOGGING BASICS
PART 1: WRITING A BLOG
What’s blogging?
Blogging is writing.
Writing about what you do, what you think, what you feel, what your opinion is.

You can write a blog message like this:
In your BACKSTAGE , click BLOGS .

Click CREATE BLOG .

Write a title and your message.

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE

Click CREATE . You’re finished. Go to your MYSTAGE and see how it looks.
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BLOGGING BASICS
How to write a great blog
Tip #1

One good idea for each blog.
GOOD!
I went to see a movie
last night.
It was a really scary movie! Can you guess what I saw?

NOT GOOD!
I went to see a movie
last night.
I went shopping and bought some cool clothes.

Tip #2

Only write interesting information.
GOOD!
My basketball team has a game tonight.
Please wish me well!

NOT GOOD!

TEST VERSION, NOT
SCHOOL USE
Last FOR
night
I had a nice sleep last night.

Tip #3

GOOD!

Check your English.

Macs are my favorite computers.
How about you? Which model do you recommend?

NOT GOOD!
I favorite conputer Mac.
Do you like?

18
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BLOGGING BASICS
WRITE 1 GREAT BLOG.

Try it on paper first!

5.1

You can write a blog about:
1) You
your pet, your home, your life, your bicycle, your ideas, your feelings, your opinions
2) Your School
friends, food, classes, teachers, principals, tests, travel to school
3) Your Town
stores, people, houses, weather, animals

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
4) Your Country
customs, food, ideas, fashion, government, money, travel, beautiful places, people
5) The World
ideas, politics, religion, different things, same things, fights, agreements, problems, solutions

DON'T put your last name or contact information in any Blog or Comment.
DO write about yourself and your ideas, feelings and opinions.

19
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BLOGGING BASICS
PART 2: WRITING COMMENTS ON A BLOG
Look at Leo’s top blog. See the 0? That means there are no comments.
Let’s make a comment.

First, click the blog.

Writing comments
is fun.
Receiving comments
is even more fun!
You gotta give
to receive!

Type a VERSION,
comment, and click ADD COMMENT
.
TEST
NOT
FOR
SCHOOL USE
Your user icon will be next to your comment.
Everyone can see.

Now look at Leo’s top blog. See how the 0 changed to a 1? That’s your comment.

20
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BLOGGING BASICS
A + 1 COMMENTS
When you make a comment, use the “A+1” method.

A = ANSWER
+1 = EXTRA INFORMATION
Give an answer and then give extra information.
Then another person can make a comment about a comment.
This is called a conversation.

GOOD!

NOT GOOD!

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
5.2

5.3

Write 5 comments on 5 different blogs.

Read many blogs. Find new friends or old friends.
Write a comment on 3 different people's blogs.
Remember, use A+1 (answer plus extra information)
Remember, check your comments to see if other people comment.
Good idea: If you make a comment, make a Friend Request too.

Find 3 PikiFriends blogs with comments. Comment on their comments.
This is called a Conversation.
You can have a conversation between 2 people or more than 2 people.

21
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BLOGGING BASICS
PART 3: PROOFREADER
What does “Proofread” mean?

To read something in order to correct any mistakes.
PikiFriends has a Proofreader tool.
Your teachers can proofread your blogs to help you with your writing.

Check your BACKSTAGE > BLOGS . Do you have any blogs that look like this?

Can you see the PROOFREAD ? If you don’t see it, your teacher has not checked your blog yet.
If you see PROOFREAD , click on it.
Your screen will look like this:

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
Your original text

On the top is your original text.
On the bottom are
your teacher’s notes.
What did your teacher say?
Do you understand?
Your teacher’s notes

22
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BLOGGING BASICS

Rewrite it!
1) Click BLOG LIST .
2) Click EDIT on the blog you want to change.
3) Rewrite. Use your own words. Check your spelling.
4) Read it 2 times before you update.
5) Click UPDATE .

Proofreading is something you should do BEFORE your writing is read by others.

BE A GOOD PROOFREADER!
*TAKE A BREAK, COME BACK AND CHECK.
*DON’T RUSH. TAKE YOUR TIME WHEN YOU CHECK.
*READ IT OUT LOUD.
*DON’T USE DICTIONARIES TOO MUCH.
*AVOID COMPUTER TRANSLATIONS.
*READ AND LISTEN TO YOUR TEACHER’S COMMENTS.
*IMAGINE YOU ARE THE AUDIENCE.
*ASK SOMEONE TO HELP YOU.

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE

Write a new blog.

Use your own words, check your spelling , and read it 2 times before you create it.
Then ask your teacher to proofread your blog. Wait for your teacher to check.
Compare your results from your first proofread. Did you improve? Why or why not?

5.4
23
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BLOGGING BASICS
Expressing Opinions
I really like

/ his music.
/ that TV show.

In my opinion

/ it’s a good book.
/ it has cool features.

It’s

/ my favorite food.
/ not as good as I expected.

I think it’s

/ the best ice cream in the world.
/ a great idea.

How do you feel?

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

blissful
brave
careful
cautious
clever
confident
curious
ecstatic
excited
fair
fantastic
friendly
glad
good
great
happy
honest
innocent
interesting
joyful
in love
lovestruck
meditative
nice
optimistic
pleasant
pleased
proud
quiet
satisfied
sensible
serious
surprised
wonderful

angry
annoyed
aggressive
arrogant
awful
bad
bored
confused
disappointed
disgusted
exhausted
frightened
frustrated
guilty
helpless
horrified
hurt
hysterical
jealous
lonely
mad
mischievous
miserable
nervous
puzzled
sad
shocked
silly
sorry
strange
suspicious
stupid
terrible
upset

Can you use
these words correctly?

Are you confused or confusing?
amazing / amazed
amusing / amused
annoying / annoyed
boring / bored
challenging / challenged
confusing / confused
depressing / depressed
disappointing / disappointed
encouraging / encouraged
embarrassing / embarrassed
exciting / excited
exhausting / exhausted
fascinating / fascinated
frightening / frightened
frustrating / frustrated
insulting / insulted
interesting / interested
moving / moved
pleasing / pleased
relaxing / relaxed
satisfying/ satisfied
shocking / shocked
surprising / surprised
thrilling / thrilled
tiring / tired
worrying / worried

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE

Examples:

The movie was exciting. I was excited to see it.
I was surprised by the surprising ending.
The fascinating story fascinated me.

24
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IMAGES
PART 1: ADDING IMAGES
"A picture is worth a thousand words." *
*your teacher might not agree with this ;)

Let's learn how to add an image.
Go to BACKSTAGE . Click IMAGES .

Click UPLOAD IMAGE .

Click SELECT A FILE .

People communicate
with words, sounds,
gestures, and
pictures.

TEST
VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
Select a file on your computer. (.jpeg or .tiff format, and small is best)
Write a Title.

Click UPLOAD .

Finished. See what it looks like on your MYSTAGE .

25
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IMAGES
PART 2: COMMENTING ON AN IMAGE
This is the image on My Stage.

Click
it!

Let’s see how to make a comment on an image.
First, click anywhere on the image.
Type a comment.
Click ADD COMMENT .

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
Finished.
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IMAGES
PART 3: HOW TO WRITE GREAT IMAGE TITLES
Tip #1

GOOD!

Include enough information
Answer these questions:
Who, What, When, Where, Why

NOT GOOD!

6.1

Me and Eimy

Me and Eimy (my niece) in Paris, 2009

Tip #2

GOOD!

Include an action word

My friend lives in the park. He’s a
tough cat.

NOT GOOD!

My friend

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE

GOOD!
A sleepy Sunday, I didn’t do much all
day long.

Tip #3

10 words or less

NOT GOOD!
A sleepy Sunday, I didn’t do anything all day
except take a nap and eat snacks. I also
took a little walk around the neighborhood.

If you want to write more information, add a comment to your own image!
27
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IMAGES
Be Careful.
Personal pictures are OK,
but not too personal!
Good: My brother playing baseball.
Bad: My brother kissing his girlfriend.

Be Private!
Don’t use pictures that show
your address or contact information!

Have an International Mind.
How do you think people from other cultures
will react to your pictures?

Do you know where...
...it is rude to show the bottoms of shoes or feet?
...a ‘thumbs up’ gesture is very offensive?
...pictures of Mohammed are strictly forbidden?
Describe the Image
Post an image and try to describe it, ask others to help you put your image into words.

Start It Up
Post an image and use it to write a story or as a conversation starter.
Example: Show a picture of a happy lottery winner and write,
“If I won a million dollars I would...” for the title.
Post 6 images on PikiFriends.
Try to pick one from each group:
A) Your pet, or an interesting animal
B) Something about your school, classroom, teacher, desk, etc.
C) A favorite place
D) Something local, like a restaurant or a store
E) Your hobby or interest (example: musical instrument)
F) The tallest / shortest / biggest / smallest of something, like fruit /
cars / buildings / plants / mountains

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE

Make comments about 3 images on other My Stage pages.
Write about your ideas, feelings, and opinions.
Be friendly, simple and clear.
Ask a question, and maybe you will get an answer.

Copyright Awareness
When you upload a picture to PikiFriends, you might be breaking the law!
How can you be safe? Here are some tips:
*Ask the photographer for permission to use an image
*Write the photographer's name and give a link to the page where you got the image
*Search for safe images from these or other links:
http://search.creativecommons.org/
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page

28
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BECOMING CLICKABLE
WHAT DOES “CLICKABLE” MEAN?
To understand, try worksheet 7.1.
Check your answers with your teacher.

7.1

Take the PikiFriends User Type test!
On PikiFriends, there are many different kinds of users.
Some people have hundreds of friends.
Some people are very helpful and friendly.
Some people have lots of images.

TEST VERSION,
NOT
FOR SCHOOL USE
Some people have lots of
blogs.
Some people have lots of everything.
Some people have empty pages.
Some people are nervous about sharing their personal lives.
Some people don’t know how to use computers very well.
Some people log in often, but don’t write much or add anything.
Some people are doing their best to learn English
and learn about other cultures and people.

What type are you? Take the type test!

29
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BECOMING CLICKABLE
THE PIKIFRIENDS USER TYPE TEST
1= I disagree 2= I disagree a little 3= I agree a little 4= I agree

Write
1, 2, 3, or 4
(1)
I enjoy telling stories.
(2)
I think using PikiFriends will improve my English ability.
(3)
I like using cell phones more than computers.
(4)
I read news on the Internet often.
(5)
I log in to PikiFriends 3 or more times a week
(6)
I sometimes help other members with their English.
(7)
I want to make friends from all over the world.
(8)
I often think about the influence I have on others.
(9)
I think writing blogs on PikiFriends is fun.
(10)
I think my English ability is good.
(11)
I often read other people’s blogs on PikiFriends.
(12)
I think using PikiFriends will help me to understand other cultures more.
(13)
I am not worried that my private information will be stolen on PikiFriends.
(14)
I make friends with as many other users as I can on PikiFriends.
(15)
I write comments and messages often on PikiFriends.
(16)
I don’t like working and thinking on my own quietly.
(17)
I enjoy social events like parties.
(18)
I often think about why people do the things they do.
(19)
I enjoy writing things down.
(20)
I know myself well.
(21)
I like having friends of different races, colors and cultures.
(22)
I keep a diary or journal.
(23)
I often think about the problems in my community, state, and/or world.
(24)
I like learning about myself.
(25)
I care about how people feel about me.
(26)
I love discussing and debating various topics.
(27)
I like having a lot of friends on PikiFriends.
(28)
I find it easy to talk to new people.
(29)
It’s easy for me to learn the basics of another language.
(30)
It upsets me to see someone cry and not be able to help.
(31)
I am good at solving problems between others.
(32)
My friends always come to me for help and advice.
(33)
I prefer team sports.
(34)
I don’t spend a lot of time alone.
(35)
I like using computers a lot.
(36)
I enjoy using PikiFriends even if my teacher makes me use it.
(37)
I like to teach others about my culture.
(38)
I don’t mind talking about my personal life on PikiFriends.
(39)
I like to work as a team.
(40)
I love to read books.

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
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BECOMING CLICKABLE

ADD UP YOUR SCORES!
Add all BLUE boxes

(# 3+5+9+11+15+19+22+35)

YOUR SCORE _______
Score 20 or more = “The Active User”
Score 19 or less = “The Not-So-Active User”

Add all ORANGE boxes

(# 1+7+10+13+14+16+17+26+27+28+33+34+38+39)

YOUR SCORE _______
Score 35 or more = “The Outgoing User”
Score 34 or less = ”The Shy User”

all GREEN boxes
(#
2+4+12+18+20+24+29+40)
TESTAddVERSION,
NOT
FOR SCHOOL USE
YOUR SCORE _______
Score 20 or more = “The Heavy Learner User”
Score 19 or less = ”The Light Learner User”

Add all YELLOW boxes

(# 6+8+21+23+25+30+31+32+36+37)

YOUR SCORE _______
Score 25 or more = “The Helpful User”
Score 24 or less = ”The Not-So-Helpful User”
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BECOMING CLICKABLE
THE 8 PIKIFRIENDS USER TYPES
The Active User

You log in often, write lots of blogs, comments, and messages, and upload a lot of images.
You really enjoy interacting with others on PikiFriends.
The Active User is usually is an Outgoing User too!

The Helpful User

You are very friendly and enjoy giving advice, answering questions, and teaching others
on PikiFriends.
The Helpful User is usually a Heavy Learner User too!

The Heavy Learner User

You are very interested in getting information about other people, other cultures, and
about English. You like to find out things, investigate and discuss topics. Learning is
your passion!

The Outgoing User

You are very social, have lots of friends, and are open to meeting new friends from all
over the world on PikiFriends. You are not afraid to talk openly about yourself.
The Outgoing User is often an Active User too!

The Not-So-Active User

You don’t log in very often and don’t add much content to your MyStage. Maybe you
don’t have a computer at home, or you just don’t think PikiFriends will help you in any way.
ADVICE: Do worksheet 7.2

The Not-So-Helpful User
TEST
VERSION,
NOT
FOR
SCHOOL
You don’t
answer people’s questions
or try to teach
others about
you or your culture. USE
Do you have low confidence in your English ability?
ADVICE: Remember that you and your culture are very interesting, so share your knowledge!

The Light Learner User

You are not so interested in getting information and learning from other users. However,
maybe you enjoy teaching others about yourself and your culture.
ADVICE: Knowledge is power. Other PikiFriends users can teach you a lot. Engage!

The Shy User

You are quietly using PikiFriends. Maybe you log in often, maybe you read a lot of
blogs, comments, and messages; maybe you love looking at other people’s images, but
you do not express your feelings and opinions often on PikiFriends.
ADVICE: Everyone loves getting comments, so get out there and do it!

Whatever type you are, remember:

It feels good when people are writing comments
and messages on your My Stage, doesn’t it?
So get out there and be an active PikiFriends user!!

7.2
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BLOGGING ADVANCED
WHY DO WE BLOG?
To Build a Community
When you write a blog, you are making communities.
The PikiFriends people who interact with you are your neighbors. Be a good neighbor
and be friendly! Keep your community moving with a fun, enjoyable and active style!

WHAT’S THE PURPOSE OF BLOGGING?
We blog to Learn

Do you want to learn a new recipe? Discover different cultures and customs?
Get people’s opinions about the best MP3 player? Ask the PikiFriends community!

We blog to Teach

You know a lot about many things. You are an expert about something, right? Tell us what
you know. Your culture, language, local food, art, your speciality... Teach us something!

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
We blog to Share

Tell us about yourself. Your family, hobby, favorite color, restaurant, celebrity, a
top 10 list of your favorite video games, or your opinions about the best athletes.

We blog to Research

Blogs are a fantastic place to collect data. Do you need information? Why not ask the
PikiFriends community?

Choose Learn, Teach or Share and write 1 blog.
Choose your own topic, or use your teacher’s ideas.
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BLOGGING ADVANCED
WHAT MAKES A GREAT BLOG?
There are good blogs and great blogs. What’s the difference?
Read and practice our 14 tips, and you’ll be blogging like a pro!

One good idea for each blog (see “5 - Blogging Basics”)
Only write interesting information (see “5 - Blogging Basics”)
Check your English (see “5 - Blogging Basics”)

Blog Tip #1
Blog Tip #2
Blog Tip #3

Tip #4

New information is better.

People like current events. Talk about something that happened recently.
(By the way, writing about historical events is OK, too!)

GOOD!

NOT GOOD!

I saw a Major League baseball
game yesterday live!

I saw a Major League baseball
game last year!

It was so fun!

It was so fun!

Tip #5

You gotta try hard.

TEST VERSION,
NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
GOOD!
Good Effort = Quality Content = Fun to read = Great blog!

NOT GOOD!

Pollution:
Emissions from ships on the ocean cause about 60,000
deaths a year, mostly from cancer.

Pollution:

Ocean ships are dirty. They are really bad for people.

Tip #6

The title is important.

It’s the first thing people see, so make it good!

GOOD!
A famous quote from
Albert Einstein!
“Imagination is more important than knowledge.”

NOT GOOD!
A quote
“Imagination is more important than knowledge.”
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BLOGGING ADVANCED
Tip #7

It’s not all about you.

While you are a very important person, you aren’t the center of the universe. There’s a big world
out there. Billions of different opinions, personalities, events, so many cultures, places...
Try to see the world from different perspectives.

GOOD!

NOT GOOD!

Many students in my school
listen to hiphop music.

I listen to hiphop music.

Is it popular in your school?

Do you?

Tip #8

Add questions and requests.

This is a simple way to get comments. Ask something interesting!

GOOD!
NOT GOOD!

I think New York City has
the best museums.

I think New York City has
the best museums.

How about you? Tell me your favorite museum!

Tip #9

What’s your point? Be very specific.

Write an “elevator pitch” title!
Imagine you only have a few seconds to get your point across clearly.

GOOD!
TEST VERSION,
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NOT GOOD!

I’m confused! I need advice about
spelling!

I don’t understand the “ough” spelling. It’s so hard!
For example, all of these words sound different:
through
rough
cough
hiccough
though

Help!

Do you know the “ough” spelling in English? It’s so hard for me to
figure out. I have a lot of trouble with some spellings, but this one
is really difficult, don’t you think so? For example, the words through,
rough, cough, hiccough, and though. All of them have “ough” but they
sounds totally different! Does anyone understand what I mean? I
need help. Can anyone help me? If you can, please tell me why
English spelling is so hard.

Tip #10

Timing is everything.

Read the news. Stay in tune with society, and react on time.

GOOD!

There was a big earthquake
today in Japan.
Is everyone OK?

NOT GOOD!
There was a big earthquake
a month ago in Japan.
Is everyone OK?
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BLOGGING ADVANCED
Tip #11

Be friendly.

You never know, the future Nobel Prize winner could be reading your blog!
So be smart, polite, respectful, and say thanks.

GOOD!

NOT GOOD!

I would like to recommend a
vacation spot.

Maui is the best vacation spot.

It’s Maui! Please tell me what you think. Thanks!

It’s just the best, there is no doubt about it.

Tip #12

Call to action!

There are a lot of problems out there in the world. Let’s DO something about it!
10 ways to stop global warming!
Please read and try to help the Earth!

Tip #13

Giving advice

Are you an expert? You know a lot more than you think.

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
My speciality is impressionist art.

I’d like to recommend some amazing artists to everyone.

Tip #14

Post-Promotion

After you write your important blog, don’t just sit and wait for replies.
Go out and ask people to check out your blog!
Write messages on lots of Message Boards and get the attention you deserve.
test s.

I’m doing some
research about
culture. If you have
time, please take a
look at my blog and
answer a few
questions :)

test s.

Please check out
my blog!
Would you like to
answer my questions
about restaurants?
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BLOGGING ADVANCED
Use Blog Tips 4, 5 and 6 and write a great blog about a current event.

Read your old blogs. Are they great blogs? Do they have a lot of comments
from other users? If not, edit them and make them better, add comments
to the blog to get things moving more, and/or do Blog Tip #14.
Use blog tip #8 and try to get information about something.
You might need to do Blog Tip #14.
What do you need advice about?
“I want to improve my English proficiency test score. How can I get better at English?”

Use Blog Tip #12 and create a new blog.

Build a community. Make a current events blog area.

Make a list of the most interesting PikiFriends users.

Why write blogs?

Not only does it bring
people together, but
many people make a
good living writing blogs!
Do you have a favorite
blog on the internet?

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
Recommend your favorite recipe, and ask others to add their ideas.

Watch the daily news or weather report. Write your own version of the news
for that day or week.

Write a travel report of your country. Tell people why they should come, where
they should go, and what they can do.

Write a list of words (Example: a shopping list) and ask people to write a story
using all of the words.
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BLOGGING ADVANCED
BLOGGERS LOVE TO GET COMMENTS!
If you have an opinion or thought, just share it.

WHAT KIND OF COMMENTS DO BLOGGERS WANT?
They want honest opinions, advice, constructive criticism, basically something meaningful.

☺Good: I agree completely!
☹Bad: Yeah.
☺Good: I really enjoyed reading your blog. Great job!
☹Bad: (no comment)
☺Good: I really like your blog, but please check your spelling!
☹Bad: Your spelling is wrong.
☺Good: I understand your opinion about that, and I agree with you about ... but I don’t agree with you
about ... and here’s why ... What do you think? I’d love to hear your opinions.
Bad: I disagree. That’s not true.

☹

Find a blog you agree with.
Share yourFOR
feelings.
TEST VERSION,
NOT
SCHOOL USE

Remember the power of words!
Words can hurt.
Say what you want to say, but use polite language.

Find a blog you disagree with. Write a “constructive criticism” comment.
Remember to use polite language.

Don’t assume anything. Avoid cultural stereotypes!
Bad: All Americans love watching baseball and eating hamburgers.
Bad: All Japanese people eat sushi.
Good: American eat meat an average of 4.2 times a week.
Good: Many Japanese people eat sushi, but they also eat a lot of “Western” food.
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DOING RESEARCH WITH PIKIFRIENDS
THERE IS SO MUCH TO LEARN FROM
THE PIKIFRIENDS COMMUNITY.
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?

7 Steps for any PikiFriends Research Project
1) BRAINSTORM

What do you want to research?

9.1
2) PREDICT

Make a hypothesis.
What do you predict your results will be?
Example: I think my will results will show that __________.
I think if I do __________, __________will happen.
I think __________ is more/less __________than __________.
I think ____% of people are/will __________.
I think the top 3 __________ favorites of PikiFriends users will be __________.
I predict that __________ % of PikiFriends users will __________ .
“I think over 80% of Canadian PikiFriends members like ice hockey.”
“I think everyone on PikiFriends knows the name of the current President of the United States’.”
“I predict that the price of bananas in Japan will be higher than in Mexico.”
“I predict that no PikiFriends users can speak Norwegian fluently.”

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
3) BLOG

Carefully make a blog plan. Use print 5.1 to practice on paper first.
What are the conditions of your blog? Who can participate? How do people write their
answers? Is there a time limit? How long does it take to answer everything on average?
Write in accurate English. Make the title interesting and inviting.
Remember, most people are busy and don’t have time to answer your questions. Make
it interesting, simple and clear to make sure you’ll get the data you need!

4) INVITE

Don’t just write your research blog and wait. You won’t get enough data!
Get out there, write messages to lot of other PikiFriends users and promote your blog.
See Blog Tip #14 in Blogging Advanced.
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DOING RESEARCH WITH PIKIFRIENDS
5) COLLECT

Gather all of your data to see if your prediction was right or wrong.

Be organized. Use charts, diagrams, and graphs when you collect data.

9.2

9.3

9.4

9.5

9.6

9.7

Turn your data into graphs.
Graphs are pictures that help us understand amounts.
These amounts are called data. There are many kinds of graphs.

MAJOR GRAPH TYPES:
Circle
Pie Graph
Bar Graph
Picture
Graph
Pictograph
TEST
VERSION,
NOT FORHistogram
SCHOOL
Line Plot
Line Graph
Map Chart
X - Y Plot

USE

You can also combine different graph types in one presentation!

Here are some websites that can help you to make graphs:
http://nces.ed.gov/nceskids/createagraph/default.aspx
http://www.onlinecharttool.com
http://42explore.com/graphs.htm
http://chartgo.com
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DOING RESEARCH WITH PIKIFRIENDS
STORE:
Person 1
4
A. Burger King
_____
2
B. MacDonald’s _____
1
C. Wendy’s
_____
5
D. Subway
_____
3
E. KFC
_____

BAR GRAPH EXAMPLE:
Ask 50 people a question.
“Please rank these fast food restaurants
from 1 (least favorite) to 5 (favorite).”

Now, use your data and make different bar graphs!

Person
#1

5

All 50
people

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

KFC

Subway

Wendy’s

MacDonald’s

Burger King

KFC

Subway

Wendy’s

MacDonald’s

Burger King

FOUR
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BAR

People in
America

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

KFC

Subway

Wendy’s

MacDonald’s

Burger King

KFC

Subway

Wendy’s

MacDonald’s

Burger King
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DOING RESEARCH WITH PIKIFRIENDS

6) REFLECT

It’s important to analyze your data and understand the significance.
Did you find any information that will be useful for people?
Will people be interested to hear your results?
Was there anything surprising, unusual or unexpected?
What did I do?
What happened?

What did I notice?
How do I feel about it?

What did I learn?
How can I use it?

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
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DOING RESEARCH WITH PIKIFRIENDS

7) SHARE

Tell people what you discovered. People want to know!
Work on your presentation skills. Giving a good presentation is an extremely important
skill you will need many times in your lifetime. It takes a lot of practice to become a
good presenter, but your hard work will be well worth it!

Presentation Tips

Give yourself a lot of preparation time.
Organize the presentation into 4 parts: introduction, body, conclusion and questions.
Answer WHO?, WHAT?, WHERE?, WHEN?, WHY? and HOW? in your presentation.
Proofread, rehearse, proofread, rehearse.
Prepare your presentation tools: computer, poster board, microphone, handouts, etc.
Use visual aids effectively, make them clear and to the point.
clear, simple language that your audience can understand.
TESTUse VERSION,
NOT FOR SCHOOL USE
Summarize your presentation at the beginning so that your listeners know what to expect.
Find a way to calm your nerves.
Don’t forget eye contact and body language, try to be natural and relaxed as you speak.
Make sure your voice is clear and loud enough for everyone to hear you.

9.8
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DOING RESEARCH WITH PIKIFRIENDS

Compare 2 things
Korean & Japanese food, Mexican & Australian school classes,
the price of watermelon in 2 countries

Find someone who ...can speak 3 or more languages
...knows a lot about ping pong
...has more than 5 siblings
Make a group of 5 people to discuss 1 topic
Try to get all 5 people from 5 different countries & ask culture / manner questions.
Averaging!
Ask 10 school friends an easy question (Example: How tall are you?).
Get the average (A+B+C+D+E+F+G+H+I+J)/10 (Example: 152.34 cm).
Ask your PikiFriends to ask 10 of their friends.
Who has the tallest friends?
Are your friends taller or shorter than you?
International Friendships!
Try to make at least 5 friends from each country on PikiFriends.
Then try to find something that everyone likes (food, hobbies, movies, etc.).
Do people in France like the same movies as the people in South Korea?

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE

9.9
Was your presentation amazing? Did you discover something
very unexpected and significant? Do you want to share it with everyone?
Contact PikiPeople (info@piki-people.com) and send us your presentation.
There is a chance we will put your presentation on our homepage!
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PIKIFRIENDS CONTESTS
CONTESTS ARE FUN.
Making contests on your MyStage
is a good way to become Clickable!
Make a contest.
What kind of contest will you make?
Think about these questions and write your answers.
1. What’s your contest about?
________________________________________________________________
2. What are the rules of your contest?
A. Who is your contest for? All PikiFriends members? Students only?
Teachers? Ages 13 to 15 only? Girls only? For your classmates only?
Your school only? Americans only? Europeans only?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
B. Is there a deadline? What is it?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
C. How many people can win?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
D. Is there a prize for 1st place? 2nd place? What is it?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
3. Will you give hints? How many and how often?
________________________________________________________________
4. How will you promote your contest?
________________________________________________________________
5. Do you have enough time to manage a good contest?
________________________________________________________________

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL USE

10.1

Running a contest is a responsibility.
Set clear rules and conditions, and
follow your own rules strictly.
Poorly-run contests can create
problems.

There’s a Contest Page on PikiFriends. Did you already find it?
Look for it. Send a friend request to that page.
All of the rules are written on the Contest Page.
Keep checking for new quizzes!
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PIKIFRIENDS EXTENSIONS
WANT TO GO THE EXTRA MILE?
Try these bonus activities.

Self-Reflection
4 out of 5 teachers agree, regular use of PikiFriends is good for you.*
It can make you better, stronger, and faster. How has it helped you?
Fill out the Self-Reflection worksheet every 3-6 months.
*We just made that up!

11.1

Projects with other schools
Can you think of interesting activities you can do with other schools?
Now that you’re friends, find ways to share, collaborate and connect.
Write a news article for Piki’s homepage
You can be featured on the PikiFriends homepage!
Send your article to info@piki-people.com. Attach your article and write
“Homepage Article” in the subject of your email.
Want to be a millionaire?
How can you use the internet to start a business?
Imagine:
You’ve got your very own programmer and US$5,000.
How can you make it happen? Write an unbeatable business plan and present it.
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More features?
What other features do you want to see on PikiFriends?**
**Remember, we can’t add features which aren’t safe.

Email us with your suggestions at info@piki-people.com
We need more PikiFriends!
Can you help us to find more junior and senior high schools? Help us to
find schools in more countries, more cultures, so we can have more fun!
Proofreading Volunteers Needed!
Is English your native language? Do you want to help PikiFriends users
to improve their English? Let us know, or get started and help out
PikiFriends users!
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KEEP TRACK OF YOUR FAVORITES
My Favorite PikiFriends members
NAME

COUNTRY

SCHOOL NAME

OTHER INFO

My Favorite Websites
TEST
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URL
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TITLE

WHAT’S IT ABOUT?

NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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ACRONYMS & ABBREVIATIONS
People often shorten commonly used expressions. There’s a whole new language out there!
There are many different types, but here are some of the most common ones:
A
ASAP

As soon as possible

B
B4N
BRB
BTW

Bye for now
Be right back
By the way

C
CU
See you
CUL / CUL8R See you later
E
EZ

Easy

F
F2F
FAQ
FYI

Face to face
Frequently asked questions
For your information

G
GR8
GTG / G2G

Great
Got to go

I
IDK
IMHO

I don’t know
In my humble opinion

N
NP

No problem

O
OMG

Oh my gosh

P
PLS / PLZ

Please

R
RUOK?

Are you okay?

T
TBA
THX
TTYL
TY

To be announced
Thanks
Talk to you later
Thank you

TEST VERSION, NOT FOR SCHOOL
USE
You too

J
JK

Just kidding

L
L8R
LOL

Later
Laughing out loud

U
U2

W
WTG

Way to go

Y
YW

You are welcome

Z
ZZZ

Tired or bored
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PIKIFRIENDS

.N ET

HELPING TO MAKE MORE FRIENDSHIPS AROUND THE WORLD
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NAME ________________________________ CLASS _____________

